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Defimitisn 1.L Let X be a set and 6 t P2(X). Then (X, E) is called P PtecImess space 
probided: 
(Wl) ~&#0implies 5&z& 
(r\rZ) If SQ G e and for each B E 91) there exists A E SI? with A c &B, then $44 E e. ,.‘* ! 
(N3) If .s& g and 419@ 6, then .4 /\ 99ti e. 
(N4) 111E & implies &L 6. 
The operator clp is a closure operator on X and thus there exists a topology 
associated with each nearness pace in a natural way. This toplogy is &mated by t(t) 
and it is always ymmetric. (Recall that a topology is. sym?+zk4 provided x E m 
implies yE m.) Conversely, given a symmetric topologi~l space (X, t) there exists a 
compatible nearness structtire given by J‘ = {A c P(X): (7 ~8 # 8). (X, 6) is called 
complete if for each maximal element & E 6, ca1led a &&.ster, there xists xG X such 
that {x} ESQ. 
DefinMon 1.2. An exte~tsion f a topological space (X, t) is a dense embedding 
e : (A’, t) -) ( Y, s) where (Y, s) is a topological space. It is called a strict extension if
{cl y e(A): A c X} is a base for the closed sets in Y. 
We will assume that the embeddings e:X + Y are injections and thus not 
distinguish between A and e(A) for A c X. 
A nearness tructure on X is said to be induced by a strict extension Y provided: 
(! ) e : X -, Y is a strict extension, and 
(2) 6={dc P(X): nClydffl}. 
Herrlieh’s compleGon ofa nearness space was presented in[4]. A brief description 
of it appears in [2] which we provide here for the convenience of the reader, Let 
!X, 5) be a nearness pace and let Y be the set of all &clusters with empty adherence. 
Set X’ = X v Y. For each A c X, define 
cl(A)={y~ ‘Y: A~y}ucl~A. 
A nearness tructure $* is defined on X* as follows: 98 E 6” provided ea4 =(A c X: 
there exists B E @I with B c cl(A)} E & (X”, e*) is a complete nearness space with 
+ X = X? Also, for .4 c X, +(A) = cl(A). 
The following important theorems are due t‘s ikntley and Herrlich [Z]. 
Theorem A. For any Xrl nearness spat:e (X, ilf) t, ~/‘&owing conditions uw equivulent: 
( 1) 6 is a nearness structure induced on X by xl~ s&t eactensian, 
(2) The complet~bra (X*, 6”) of (X9 e) is top Su&aZ. 
(3) Every non-empt,y &near colktiopl is con Mwd is some &cluster. 
I8efWkm. 24., <Let (X, 4) be 8, nemw.3 space. Let 9 c= S(X), Then 9 is called a 
s&t&~colcclion if 3% 6 and for qach 42$ E 6, such that 48 is not contained in each 
&cluster, then there exists a &luster & such that 98rt ~2 and 9@ &. 
Let {9’: (01 E f} c;, Q1 Then {ye : a E I} is called a uniformly sparce family if for each 
48 E es such that 48 isnot contained in each &cluster, then there exists rl &cluster & 
such that @I ct ~4 and yC rt ca4 for each (r E I. 
Easily each member of a uniformly sparce family is itself a sparce near collection. 
Lemmi 2.1. Let ( Y, t j be a TI topological space and Y a strict exiension of X, Set 
6 s {d c @(rr’ : 0 C~V J# .g 8). tet F c Y. Then Fis nowhere dense in Y if and only if 
there exists a spurce near collection 9 E 6 such that cl y F = n {cl* S: S E 3. 
Proof. Suppose F is nowhere dense in I’. Then int(c1 y F) = 0. Since If is a striei 
extension of X there exists 9% 6 such that clu F = 0 {&S: S E fl. Let 3 E 6 such 
that S!I 1s not contained in each &cluster. Then G = n (cl y B: B E 98) # B?. Now G is 
a closed set and hence 0 = Y - G is a non-empty open set in Y. Since F’ is nowhere 
dense in Y, OCr cly F, Thus there exists y E 0 and y &lyR 
Let ~8~ ={A cX: y e&Aft. Then .s& is a &cluster. Now: 
(a) Since y E cl y F = n {cl y S: S E 9) there exists S E 9 such that y & cl y S. Hence 
Ssc:J?l(y. 
(b) y i 0 implies ,y & G = n {cl y B: B E @I). Thus there exists B E 98 such that 
ybclyB and hence a*&,,. 
(sip be a sparce near collection such that ~1~ F = n {cl y S: S E 9). Let 0 be any 
non-empty open set in Y. Then 0 = Y - 0 is closed in Y and there exists a E 6 such 
that G = n {cly B: B E Se}. Let p E 0, Then p& G and thus there exists B E 93 such 
that pa cl y B and thus @I P SII,. Since 9 is a sparce near collection itfollows that here 
exists d;, $‘ &luster, such that 3% ,aP, and 3 s &,,. Then {y) = n (cl Y A : A E J&) and 
there existc B E 39 St&that y 6 cl y B. Hence yg G and thus y E 0. Now there exists 
SESPsuchthaty~clvSandtherefiorey~clyFPn(clyS:SEyr)~EEenceO~cl~F 
and thus F is nowhere dense in Y. 
&gic&pace and Y a strict extension of .X. 
en K is second m 
countable collectims (Z$: i G IV) of sptarcre beak co 
t 9i v iG 
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Proof. Suppose Y iz3 second Category. L&t (5$: i C N) k 8 wuntable wUec:tion of 
sp,arce near collections. Let Fr = n {cl y.9: S E Pi}, for each i E N, Then eacil Fi is 
nowhere dense in Y by Lemma 2.1. Hence there exists y E Y such that 
Thus, for each i E N, there exists S E 9’i such that y E cl& Hence 9i u & g 6 for kach 
ieN. 
Let {,E : i E N} be a countable collection of noMete dense stibsets of Y. Sir&e Y is 
a strict extension of X there exists rsPt E 4 su& that cl& = nW!7~ S C 54) f&r iach 
i E N, and by Lemma 2.3 each 9, is a sparce new wlietiti. By !iypothes&, there 
exists Ii &cluster & = z4& = {A c X: y G &A} iwh that Z& uA#e &~ec&akntiy, 
9i~d, for each &N. Then there exists Sif9d such that y&&4& He& y@lyFi 
and thus y ti Fi. Since this is true for each i E N, it follows that y c! uFi: i E N}. Thus 
( Y, t) i,s second cakgory. 
(1) 6’ is a nearness structure induced on X by a second category Tl strict extension. 
(2) 15e completion (X*, J’) of (X, 5) is topological and second catqpy. 
(3) (if9 [) is concrete and for each countable collection (y;: i f N) of sparce near 
collections there exists a &cluster Sp such that Yi v .c& Q: for each i E N. 
oat The proof follows from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem A. 
Bentley and Herrlich, in [2], show that two strict TI extensions of a space are 
equivalent if and only if they induce the same concrete nearness structure. Thus, by 
Irheorern 2.3, we see that for a TI topological space there exists a-on&-to-we 
correspondence b tween second category strict Tl extensions ofthe space, up to the 
usual equivalence, and nearnem structures on the space satisfying condition (3) of 
Theorem 2.3. 
eote Let (Y, t) be Q TI topological ,fpa :e and Y a strict extension of X. Set 
6 = (& e B(;;): n Clu d f 8). iilPhe joltowing Vahfments a@ equivalent. 
(1) ( Y, t j is a Bake space. 
(2) Each countable family of sparce &nea collections is unvormlv sparce. F 
‘rooff. (2) implies (1). L+et {Fd: i E N} be a cu~ntable collection of closed nowhere 
For each b;; there exists a sparce near collection such that 
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We now shah that i&F = fd. Let Icb e any non-empty open set in Y, Set G == Y - 0. 
Since Y is a strict extension there exists $i!k 6 swh that n cly 48 =: G and since 
G i’? Y it fo!lows that is not contained in each &cluster. Now by (2), it follows thtit 
there exists a ciuater +f,, E 6 such that >@@ J& and $@ J& for each i E N. Thea y& G 
and thus y i 0. Also; yei R for each s’ E W, Hence y & F. Thus F’ has an empty interior. 
(1) implies (2). Let (<%: i E N} be a countable Icollection ofsparce near collections. 
For each i E N, set fi =: n {cl Y S: S E .Y$. Then by Lemma 2.1, each E is a nowhere 
dense cIosed set in Y. Se: F = IJ (6: .’ E N}. Then F has an empty interior since Y is a 
B&e space, 
not contained in each &cluster. Then G = n {cl y B : B E 48) is a 
closed set in Y and G # Y. Then 0 = Y - G is a non-empty open set in Y, Hence 
Fik) 0. Thus there exists y E. 0 and y&F. Hence y & G and thu(s B st Sa, = 
{A c X: y E clyA}. Since yL F = I J{&: i E N), it follows that yd Pi for each i EN. 
Thus 9’ct JU$ for each i E N. Therefore {Y;: i E N} is a uniformly sparoe collection. 
Tbeotem 3.2. Let (X, 4) be a Tl neuntess space. The following stl;:tements are 
equivalent. ” 
(1) [ is a nearness structure induced on X by a Tl Baire &kt extensirvt. 
(2) 2%~ completion (X”, 5”) of (X, [) ts topological and (X*, t(E*)) is a Bake 
space. 
(3) (X, 5) is concnzte md each countable family of sparce near collections is 
uniformly spaEe. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem A. 
In a manner similar to ahe argument following Theorem 2.3, we can now note that 
for a given Tl topological space there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
the Tl Bake space strict ext&sions of the space, up to the usual equivalence, and the 
compatible nearness strucctures on the space satisfying condition (3) of Theorem 3.2. 
In [6], McCoy and Porter note thiat every T8 topological space has a TI Baire space 
extension. They also show that a TI space need not have a Tl Haire space strict 
extension. The aibove theorem characterizes those topological spaces that do. This is 
stated formally as follows, 
(c]~toM~ 3.3. Let (X, t) be a Tl topological space. (X, t) has a Tl Bake space strict 
extensiorz .if and only if it admits a compatible concrete nearness structure such that each 
countable family of sparce near egllections is unifor&y sparce. 
McCoy and Porter, in [6], show that a Mausdorff space X has a Hausdorff Bake 
space xtension if and only i the Fomin H’-cllosed xtension of X, denoted by O-X, k a 
strict extension of X.) Let f.X, t) lx 
f fl or the re elrists afree o 
1 . 
It is shown in [3] that & is concrete and that (X*, t&t)) is h6meoxWphic to” the 
Fomin H-closed extension of (X, t). 3%~ we: have the folbing Tesult. 
Thawem 3.4. Let (X, t) be a Hausdqf topological spuce. The following statements 
are equivalent. 
(1) (X, t) has a HausdqfBaiw mte~~io~. 
(2) The Fomin extension OX of rX is a Baize space. 
(3) Each countable family of spame )~ear coilections in (X, &) is un~oanly sptme. 
It is unknown, see [6], if every regular space has a regular B&e extension, which 
must necessarily be a strict extension. This question is reduced to detertnining if 
every regular space admits acompatible nearness tructure satisf$hg ccindition (3) of 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, g) be a Tl nearness space. The following statements cake 
equivalent. I 
(I) 6 is a nearness structure induced an X by Q tsgular Bait space ex?e&m. 
(2) The completion (P, 6”) of (X, 5) is topological and (P, t(E*)) is a wguklr 
Babe space. 
(31 6 satisfies the following: 
(a) e is concrk?e. 
(b) For each &cluster & if A & ~4 then there exists B g d SW& that A < B, . 
(c) Each csurrtable family of sparce near collections is uniformly sparce. 
Proof. The proof lfollows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem B. 
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